Clinic Demographics

Columbus Children's Healthcare
3775 45th Avenue Columbus, NE 68602

Office: (402) 564-7200 FAX: (402) 564-7210
mmacias@neb.twcbc.com

Contact Person: Mattie Macias Contact Phone: (402) 564-7200

Parking Information
Patient/visitor parking lot

Clinic Physicians
Kimberly Knopp Allen D.O. Deborah Anderson M.D., FAAP
David Rohwer M.D., FAAP

Clinic Information
Columbus Community Hospital (CCH) has three (3) sleep rooms that can be reserved and a fourth sleep room designated as the Hospitalist Sleep Room only. We only allow reservations of no more than 7 consecutive nights per reservation. Reservations can be extended in 7-day blocks on a week-to-week basis, no greater than 48-72 hours in advance. Each private room has a bed, recliner, lockable nightstand, wireless internet access, armoire, television, alarm clock and access to a lockable bathroom with shower, sink and toilet. There is no cost to reserve one of CCH’s sleep rooms. Our sleep rooms are used by physicians, students, residents and staff, and fill up quickly, therefore I cannot guarantee room availability throughout a whole rotation in Columbus. In the event that all sleep rooms are assigned, we do have a listing of hotels offering reduced rates to students associated with CCH and area clinics. Such fees will be at the individual’s expense and will not be funded by Columbus Community Hospital.

Directions
Drive north on Highway 81. Go to 48th Avenue. Turn right and go to 38st Street. The physicians’ clinic building is connected to the hospital. Follow the signs to the parking area.

Street Map to the Clinic

Map to the Area

Housing Contact: Collette Zakrzewski Housing Contact Phone: 402-562-4428

Description of Facilities:
Housing is provided at the Econo-Lux Inn. Please call Reye to arrange accommodations.

Pets: If checked, pets are allowed.

Spouse: If checked, housing can accommodate spouse.